Name __________________

Date_____________

Homophones
Directions: Underline the correct
homophone to complete each sentence.
1. We must ( right, write ) this wrong.
2. That man over there has a very large ( knows, nose ).
3. What’s the ( weather, whether ) going to be like tomorrow?
4. A dog uses its ( pause, paws ) to dig in the ground.
5. It is only ( for, four ) in the morning. That’s too early for breakfast!
6. I just ( eight, ate ) three helpings of dessert.
7. To ( bee, be ) or not to ( bee, be ), that is the question.
8. We need to ( higher, hire ) a new editor for the paper.
9. The television show starts in one ( hour, our ).
10. Did you ( meet, meat ) the new neighbors?
11. The sailor dipped the ( oar, or ) in the water.
12. “I don’t ( know, no ),” replied Sally.
Directions: One common set of homophones that people often confuse
is: too, two, and to. Underline the correct one in each sentence.
1. Lunch will be served at ( too, two, to ) in the afternoon.
2. It’s ( too, two, to ) late to go outside.
3. The sea turtle swam ( too, two, to ) the sunken ship.
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Date_____________

Homophones

Answer Key

Directions: Underline the correct
homophone to complete each sentence.
1. We must ( right, write ) this wrong.
2. That man over there has a very large ( knows, nose ).
3. What’s the ( weather, whether ) going to be like tomorrow?
4. A dog uses its ( pause, paws ) to dig in the ground.
5. It is only ( for, four ) in the morning. That’s too early for breakfast!
6. I just ( eight, ate ) three helpings of dessert.
7. To ( bee, be ) or not to ( bee, be ), that is the question.
8. We need to ( higher, hire ) a new editor for the paper.
9. The television show starts in one ( hour, our ).
10. Did you ( meet, meat ) the new neighbors?
11. The sailor dipped the ( oar, or ) in the water.
12. “I don’t ( know, no ),” replied Sally.
Directions: One common set of homophones that people often confuse
is: too, two, and to. Underline the correct one in each sentence.
1. Lunch will be served at ( too, two, to ) in the afternoon.
2. It’s ( too, two, to ) late to go outside.
3. The sea turtle swam ( too, two, to ) the sunken ship.
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